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Gemara: 

• We continue discussion regarding preparing for Shema and teffilah. Chazal discuss using the 
restroom and cleaning hands before teffilah.  We bring the option to wipe hands on a 
surface to clean them when there is no water. 

• There are a number of important halachos: 
a. We go a parsah forward and up to mil back to get water to wash our hands for teffilah. 
b. When there is no water you can wipe hands off on anything that will clean them, the 

bracha will be "al nikiut yadaim." (Orach Haim 4:22) 
c. If you have no kli but can immerse your hands in water, bracha is "al tvilat yadaim." 

(Orach Haim 159:20) 
 

Mishna: 
Topics: must Shema be audible? Articulate? It must be in order, if mistake return to that place 
 

Gemara: 

• Shema means hear it, R Yossi holds also mean in any language you understand 

• To understand the ruling of our Mishnah, Chazal compare reciting audibly in other contexts: 
a. taking Terumah, which should have a blessing recited ideally 
b. saying Birkat haMazon 
c. mikra Megillah by katan 

• L’halacha Gemara holds like R' Yehuda, you should hear your Shema but are yotze bdieved if 
you did not. "hasket uShema Yisrael" is for Torah, which should be aloud 

• Enunciation - Gemara holds like R' Yosi l’kula, you are yotze without perfect articulation 

• Rav Tavi brings a kal v'homer comparing conception and birth to burial and our future un-
burial to prove tehiat hametim (resurrection) 

• Hazal bring a baraita on the topic of including the commands to write Shema in our tefillin 
and mezuzot 

 

Inspiration: 

• Rabbi Yohanon tells us the importance of using the restroom and cleaning hands before 
kriat Shema and tfilah, explaining this is a full acceptance of the yoke of heaven (ol malchut 
shamaim shleimah).  This concept of taking care of your bodily functions first is echoed in 
the Rambam.  Rambam, an expert doctor, writes that we have a religious obligation to take 
care of our health and body through proper diet and exercise (Mishneh Torah Deot chapters 
3-4).  Rambam wrote many medical works too, but Mishneh Torah is halacha lmaaseh. 

 

• Rav Tavi brings a beautiful proof for tehiat hametim from Mishlei.  We all just had another 
amazing proof for tehiat hametim just two weeks ago! 
Rabosai, where was the Siyum haShas? MET LIFE stadium!  This name is like a kiss from 
Hashem to us, and shows us the importance of our learning in the Daf Yomi, which has been 
a breathtaking spiritual rebirth for am Yisrael in recent generations.  I have no doubt our 
learning Shas, which restores our souls every day, is helping pave the way to the ultimate 
redemption and resurrection. 

 
 


